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EGIM and driveMybox form a strategic partnership to 

strengthen digital trucking operations  

 

Hamburg, 01.11.2023: EUROGATE Intermodal (EGIM), a Hamburg-based 

provider of intermodal transport for maritime containers, and driveMybox, a 

digital platform for container trucking, are entering into a strategic partnership 

to further digitise trucking operations in Germany. As part of this cooperation, 

the new company driveMybox logistics was today founded as an independent 

company and wholly owned subsidiary of EGIM. 

 

With driveMybox logistics, EGIM is set to advance digital container trucking by connecting 

market supply and demand in an innovative way, all easily managed online. In the beginning, 

driveMybox logistics will particularly focus on combined and long-haul transport solutions 

within Germany. Leveraging digital technology from the existing driveMybox platform and 

drawing from EGIM's extensive expertise in maritime container transport, driveMybox 

logistics is expected to make a significant impact in driving the digital transformation of 

German container trucking. Christopher Beplat, Managing Director at EGIM, leads 

driveMybox logistics, supported by both the EGIM team as well as the management team 

from the driveMybox platform. Moving forward, the driveMybox platform will focus on further 

technical development as well expanding business worldwide. However, all operational 

business in Germany will be managed exclusively by driveMybox logistics. 

 

For EGIM, the introduction of driveMybox logistics marks the next step in expanding its 

portfolio of digital logistics products. Following the successful launch of railMybox as its 

digital rail transport solution in 2022, the introduction of driveMybox logistics enables EGIM to 

integrate its rail and truck services to offer customers comprehensive digital intermodal 

solutions. In addition, EGIM aims to leverage its existing relationships with trucking 

companies to expand the network of trusted driveMybox carriers in Germany.  

 

“EGIM has a strong history of delivering innovative intermodal solutions, and we are 

continually evolving our business to provide value today, tomorrow and in the decades 

ahead,” explains Beplat. “The expansion of our digital logistics portfolio to include trucking 
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was the next logical step for our business. After careful evaluation, the EGIM and driveMybox 

management teams are convinced forming driveMybox logistics enables us to combine 

strengths to best digitise trucking operations in Germany and create value along the supply 

chain.”  

 

Gordon Friza, Co-Founder and CFO at the driveMybox platform, comments: “With this new 

company, we’re splitting the driveMybox activities in two arms. The core focus of the platform 

business driveMybox will continue to be the technical development of digital solutions and 

expanding the usage of the platform globally. Simultaneously, driveMybox logistics is well 

positioned to operationally advance digital trucking in Germany. With support from EGIM, 

driveMybox logistics will be able to effectively acquire transport volumes, foster strong 

collaborations with trucking companies and deliver substantial value to customers in the 

German market.” 

Ends 

 

Information for editors 

An image in high resolution is available here. The caption reads: “EGIM and driveMybox are 

joining forces to advance digital trucking in Germany.” Copyright: driveMybox GmbH. 

 

About EGIM 
EUROGATE Intermodal GmbH (EGIM) is an international service provider for container transport headquartered in 

Hamburg, Germany. Part of the EUROGATE Group, EGIM is one of Germany's leading neutral providers of 

combined transport for containers by rail and road.    

 

EGIM is a founding member of the private rail service company boxXpress.de GmbH, and with this product, 

connects the German North Sea ports and Rotterdam with eleven terminals in southern Germany and Hungary. 

With a strong focus on developing innovative logistics solutions, EGIM is also the founder of railMybox and 

driveMybox logistics GmbH, fully digital solutions for rail and road transport of maritime containers.   

 

Through its sister company Hannibal, which belongs to the Italian Contship Group, EGIM also offers connections 

to Italy via its central hub Munich, thereby also connecting the southern ports to the network. For more information, 

please contact egim.sales@eurogate.eu. 

 

About driveMybox  

driveMybox GmbH, based in Hamburg, Germany, was established in 2019. Utilising innovative approaches and 

modern technologies, the digital container trucking platform connects the entire industry to effectively match 

supply and demand. For more information, please visit www.drivembox.de. 

 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/b3633uua03zr3vkbcu7bx/EGIM-und-driveMybox-logistics-setzen-auf-digitalen-Lkw-Verkehr.jpg?rlkey=pm8xswcr64cnklb23pf9v3uic&dl=0
mailto:egim.sales@eurogate.eu
http://www.drivembox.de/
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